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Continuing the heart-pounding, time-bending action of the TimeRiders series, The Eternal War

brings readers back to a pivotal time period in American history: the Civil War. Only this alternate

history is one where a young Abraham Lincoln has somehow followed Liam into the present from

1831, and the entire course of American history has changed. If the TimeRiders can't return Lincoln

to the past, the country could be trapped in a dangerous state of never-ending civil war. Can Maddy

persuade two colonels on either side of no man's land to cease fire long enough to save the future?
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I first came across this series by accident in a small bookshop in florida. It looked interesting so i

bought the first two and was immediatly hooked. So i bought the next two on my kindle.They all

have fantastic stories with action,mystery, and and, particularly in this ones case, an excellent cliff

hanger. My only issue is that when trying to buy the next book in the series ob , it jeeps saying that

its not available in my country (united states). Does any one know how to get a copy of it?

I am in love with this series! Each book is better than the one before, i really would have love if they



could reveal more things about the secrets in the history but still is a great history and i am ready to

start reading the next one.HIGHLY RECOMENDED!!

I've read and like the entire series. This book gets long in the tooth at times with descriptions and

scenes focused around non-primary characters. The vision of the time-altered world is very

intriguing but the story could've been trimmed a bit to keep it moving.

TimeRiders Book4, a series that grows and improves with every book, and that's not a simple

compliment to the author because book one was a 5 star excellent read.This is a fun series for any

age, i'm 40 and i love them, I have bought all of them for myself, my 21 year old son, my 15 year old

nephew, 12 year old niece, various cousins and my friends kids and they all love them.Book 4 is a

return to the brilliantly written characters that Alex Scarrow is so well known for and his greatest

talent, the last book has been awarded the Red House Children's (older readers) book of the year

2011 for writing those amazingly real and likeable characters.The story as usual roars along at a

frenetic pace, so fast in fact that you will struggle not to devour the book in one sittingAs usual we

get a further peek at the overall series back story that gathers pace as the series progresses, as

story within a story, and at the end we are left to wonder where this writers imagination can take us

next. This is a Book and series that has more awards in it and a writer that has further brilliance to

put onto paper.For those who have not, I suggest you go read his other thrillers, A thousand Suns,

Last Light, Afterlight and October Skies all also brilliant stories.Highly recommended.(Parm)

Bought the first book of this series as a kindle daily deal and was hooked immediately. Very

entertaining, intriguing and a great blend of historical setting and futuristic time travel....just

awesome!!

When Abraham Lincoln meets an early demise, the team of time travelers goes back to save him

and put things right. Instead, he follows them back to the future, drastically changing America so

that the Civil War is still going on in present day.This is the fourth installment in this exciting science

fiction series for young adults. The majority of this story resides in an alternate America still at war,

keeping the nation divided and stifling progress. There are some unique creatures developed

through eugenics - creepy and straight out of the Island of Dr. Moreau. The Eternal War is a

fast-paced, thrilling adventure with plenty of suspense and engaging characters. The continuing

mystery that arcs over the series, keeps me looking forward to future installments as well.* Review



previously posted at SciFiChick.

How do you reconcile a war that should never happen with the war that happened in 1861? This

story is impelling and definitely not for the faint of heart. It was written for the young adult audience

but would certainly capture the attention of history buffs.

Love,love,love this series. It keeps you interested and awaiting for the next book. Each book has it's

own thrilling adventure. Once you think you have it figured out there is another twist in the story line.

Great read for both adults and young teen readers. Can't put down these books and hope that they

never end.
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